International crop advisor for sustainable agriculture
Are you passionate about the sustainable development of agriculture and thrive with the prospect of having the
whole of Europe as your workplace? Do you have documented knowledge of the sustainable potential for both industrial farms and corporate enterprises? To make a difference for both potential and existing customers within the
sustainable agenda must be a motivation for you.
At Agrovi, we work tirelessly to inspire to the best solutions on earth with benefits for both the climate and the bottom line. Right
now we are looking for an international crop consultant within sustainable agriculture who will develop our position in
sustainable agriculture throughout Europe.
Requirements
• Masters degree with agricultural background
• Strong international knowledge regarding industrial farming throughout Europe
• Able to travel and work all over Europa with a base either at home or at HQ in Denmark
• Practical experience with modern farming practises will be considered an advantage
• Able to work independently but with a stong team coherence to your colleagues at HQ
Job responsibilities
• Responsible for a rising client portfolio throughout Europe
• Able to deliver high quality sparring within sustainability, climate regulations, carbon footprint, CSR and ESG demands 		
for both agricultural and corporate industries
• Advisor and consultant for existing clients as well as recruitting new clients from across Europe

What we offer

You will be a part of our professional and well-functioning crops team in Hillerød, Denmark. Agrovi has a total of approx. 100
dedicated employees. Your job requires a strong sense of commitment, ambition and knowledge as you mainly work independently,
providing you with a job with high flexibility and influence on the planning of your own work. Our work environment is informal
with dedicated and professionally competent colleagues who appreciate a good sense of humour though it might be over Teams or
What’s App.

Apply

We will be holding ongoing interviews until the right candidate is found. The position is 37 h/week.

Contact

Please contact Manager Hans Henrik Fredsted on +45 2010 0096 or hhf@agrovi.dk for more information about the position.
You can also read more about us at www.agrovi.dk. Please send your application ”International advisor” to agrovi@agrovi.dk.

The best solution on earth
At Agrovi, we provide service and advice to farmers and corporate companies within the agricultural industry. Our goal is to help with what matters most to our
customers and the ground they tread on. Therefore, our solutions are also about what you can not always see in an account or guess from a distance. It requires
closeness and not the least presence. That is what we are talking about when we talk about the best solution on earth.
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